Loose Brushwork

1. Mix a good puddle of cerulean blue (make it nice
and watery) and add a hint of burnt sienna to it to dull
it down slightly.
Test out your colors on a scrap of watercolor paper
before going ahead. You want a pale color for the sky.
Then, using a flat brush, scrub on the paint, leaving
areas of white showing through. Start at the top and
work across the paper using mostly vertical strokes.
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2. Then add more water to your
brush and continue painting across
the bottom of the sky with this
diluted color (3). Use horizontal
strokes and cover all the paper.
Let the sky dry and that’s it!
A quick and energetic sky with a hint
of clouds.
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Light Clouds
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1. Dampen the bottom half of the sky with clean water.
Leave the top half dry.
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2. Paint in some yellow ochre in one or two areas of the sky.
Paint it into the wet and the dry areas.
3. Paint in ultramarine blue around these ‘clouds’ starting
at the top and working your way down into the damp
paper at the bottom.
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4. Paint in the land at the bottom with yellow ochre to tie
the land into the sky.

Lifting off

1. Paint in the sky with ultramarine blue. You must do this
quite quickly, so don’t worry about being to neat!
2. While the sky is still wet, lift off the clouds with a
crumpled tissue. Twist and turn it as you do this to avoid
making all the clouds the same shape.
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3. Paint in a little yellow ochre towards the
tops of the clouds and a little shadow color
(ultramarine blue mixed with cadmium red),
then wash your brush, remove the excess
water on a sponge or tissue, and use this damp
brush to soften the edges of the ochre and
shadow.
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Here are two more paintings which use this technique.

Paint around

1. The key to this technique is to think of the cloud shapes and
then pant around them with the blue sky.
2. Use ultramarine blue at the top and cerulean blue in the
bottom half of the sky. Use a clean damp brush to soften some
of the edges.
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3. Paint in the shadow areas with a mix of ultramarine and
cadmium red, then soften the edges as before.
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4. Add some yellow ochre to sunlit areas of the clouds and
soften the edges with a damp brush.
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